
The Essential Guide  
to AB Testing
For Physical Therapy Practices

A/B testing is when you compare two versions of a single 
webpage to see which brings the best results: “A” or “B”. 
Your website traffic is divided between the two versions. 
Ultimately, you want to know which page (A or B) gives you 
the best conversion rate. You can AB test single landing 
pages or important pages on your website. Continually 
making your website better will bring more leads over time. 

What is AB testing?

In the competitive world of therapy, where everyone is looking for more clients, 
improving your website conversion rate is the single most important tactic for 
maximizing the return from your online marketing & converting more leads.

97% of website visitors leave & never take action

Why is AB testing so important for therapy practices?
The therapy industry is a highly 
competitive market. AB testing 
will increase your ability to rise 
about the competition (online).

Most therapy practices are 
wasting time when it comes to 
their websites. They keeping 
doing things that don’t work.

Attracting & converting leads into 
clients is expensive. With AB 
testing, you can save valuable 
money by focusing on what works.

You think we know what works but 
you are probably wrong. AB 
testing gives you real data so that 
you can make wise decisions.

Need help with AB testing? Email us at contact@convertmd.com
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Focus your testing on items that will drive significant improvement to your website. 

The main headline 

What should you be testing?

The call to action

The featured image 

The bullet point benefits

The color of buttons

Form placement or length

Long vs short copy

Pricing

Layout & style

Here is a simple process for testing your therapy website.
How should you be testing?

Get your site ready - you will need to have 
some basic tools for AB testing like google 
analytics & testing plugin.

Initial analysis - look at your current website to 
understand the conversion rates and important 
web statistics.

Decide on the most important test - guess at 
what change will make the most impact 
(headline, benefits, pictures etc).

Design the test page - make one main change 
to the website page. It is important to test one 
item at a time.



Run the test - make sure you have enough 
website traffic to make sure the test has a clear & 
real winner

Declare a winner - choose either page A or B as 
the winner. Make sure you base your decision on 
the data.

Update the website - once you know the 
winning design, you will want to make the 
changes across the website.

Decide on next test & repeat - keep running 
tests on your website in order to get the best 
“results” and increase your sales.

Test too many items on one page
1 If you test multiple items, you will not 

know which actually caused the results

2

3

3 key mistakes you 
should avoid in AB testing.

Declare a winner too early
Make sure you give it enough time & have 
enough traffic to find a real winner.

Focus on non-important tests
We want to focus on the tests that will bring the 
most impact like headlines, benefits & images.

“It’s amazing when you 

change one word on  

your website & see  

your conversion  

rate almost  

triple”.

Is your website healthy? 
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